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Express yourself. Build your network. Find your voice.

PATH:
Co-facilitating person-centred planning
which includes friends and family
Aaron Johannes and Shelley Nessman
What is PATH?
PATH is a process in which a facilitator and a graphic facilitator work with a focal person (or
organization or team) and their supporters to create a vision of the best possible future, out of
which comes a plan that is always “positive” and “possible,” understood by all and no longer
mysterious or scary. By the end of the PATH event the focal person or group has
communicated where they want to go, what and who they need to support their journey, and
how this part of their lives will be part of a bigger future. Those who care about them often
say they feel clear, inspired and hopeful afterwards, and get to take on action oriented roles. A
PATH is a great tool to bring a network together.
Shelley and Aaron, together and with other partners, have been doing PATHs for individuals,
organizations and teams for more than 20 years and it is still a process that surprises and
delights them as they watch individuals who think they hate “planning” come to life and
families get excited about the future.

Express yourself. Build your network. Find your voice.

What a PATH is:
§
§
§
§
§
§

powerful and empowering
practical and dream-based
communal and individualised
a great way to bring a support network
together
a great way to get on the same page
action-oriented

What PATH is not:
§
§

a cookie cutter approach
a way to force someone to be part of
your plan for them

Who are PATHFINDERS?
§

§

§
§
§
§

Your Presenters

Individuals who are at a time in their
lives when a creative, inspired approach
feels right
facilitators looking for a more person
centred method of planning they can
use in a variety of situations
families who want to work together
friends who want to make a difference
committed employers
agency leaders wanting to know what’s
optimal so they can do their best work

Aaron Johannes
Director, Training, Research and
Development, Spectrum Society
Facilitating PATHs around the province for
Spectrum and other organizations has been one of
Aaron’s great pleasures. The co-author of two
books, a parent and friend to people with
disabilities, curricula developer, workshop leader
and graphic facilitator, he is currently working on
graduate studies in leadership and disability.
www.101friends.ca & www.imagineacircle.com

Shelley Nessman
Consultant, Strategic Initiatives,
Spectrum Society
Shelley is an accomplished civic engagement
specialist. She has been an advisor and provincial
leader in individualised services and family
support throughout many roles. She is a wellknown PATH facilitator, having studying with Jack
Pearpoint, Marsha Forrest and many others. She
is currently working with an inclusive group on the
multi-media documentation of all kinds of stories
in the lives of people with disabilities and those
who care about them, as well as on a research
project looking at potential new roles for staff
leaders as facilitators.
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Over four days together,
in a small group, we will…
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

see a PATH being facilitated by experienced facilitators
with opportunities for questions
learn to honor this process as participatory leaders
learn the steps of a PATH
have fun with drawing, even if we think we can’t drive a
straight line (you won’t have to!)
facilitate a PATH for someone
graphically facilitate a PATH for someone
have a PATH done for ourselves
have fun
get energized
think new thoughts
learn about other person centred planning methods
get a really cool certificate
become more aware of our own gifts and strengths

Lunches, snacks and drinks are included, as well as all
materials and two great books from Inclusion Press.

Consider being part of a team of engaged
facilitators and learners for four great days!

Want to join us?
HERE IS HOW TO REGISTER
Cost $550.00 per person or a team of five for $2200.00
Place Old Navy Community Room, Metrotown, Burnaby, B.C.
Date September 10 - 13
Time 9:30 – 4:30
Register online at www.spectrumpath2012.eventbrite.com/
Questions
www.101friends.ca aaron@spectrumsociety.org or shelley@spectrumsociety.org

Spectrum Learning is part of Spectrum Research, Training and Development, the social
enterprise division of Spectrum Society. Profits from our books, media, research and
presentations are returned to benefit people we care about. Our current focus is literacy
and story-telling for people with intellectual disabilities.
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